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“Classic” Image Captioning Models
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A little boy playing with a yellow shovel

, … ,

is usually pretrained on ImageNet
can be an LSTM

is usually a MLP



Deep Attention in Image Captioning

• Xu, Kelvin, et al. “Show, attend and tell: Neural image caption generation with 
visual attention.” ICML 2015

• Intuition
• The image feature does not contain location information

• Different words describe different regions of the image

• Can this dynamic alignment be modeled and learned?



Deep Attention in Image Captioning
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Now conv layer feature
Context vector is dynamic

Weighted sum of per‐location features
Softmax: attention sums to 1
is usually a MLP

• Amazingly, the whole thing is differentiable



Deep Attention in Image Captioning



So… what’s the problem?

• The attention maps carry important information in understanding
(and potentially improving) deep networks

• Although impressive visualization results of the attention maps are
shown, there are no quantitative evaluations

• In other words, the visualizations could be cherry‐picked
• Therefore, we study the following two questions:

• (Evaluation) How often and to what extent are the attention maps consistent
with human perception/annotation?

• (Supervision) Will more human‐like attention maps result in better captioning
performance?



But… where do we find GT attention?

• Plummer, Bryan A., et al. “Flickr30k entities: Collecting region‐to‐phrase 
correspondences for richer image‐to‐sentence models.” ICCV 2015.



Summary



Evaluation of Visual Attention

• In answer to Q1
• We define attention correctness as a metric that
scores he consistency between an attention
map and the ground truth region

• Attention Correctness of a word:
• ∑ ∈

• Attention Correctness of a phrase:
• , … , max	 , … ,
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Supervision on Visual Attention

• In answer to Q2
• We encourage the generated attention to resemble GT attention by
introducing explicit supervision

• 	 ∑ log
0

•
• The question remains is how to construct



Supervision on Visual Attention

• Strong Supervision with Alignment Annotation
• In Flickr30k Entities, the corresponding region of a phrase is given
• So we construct from the corresponding region

• Weak Supervision with Semantic Labeling
• In MS COCO, the corresponding region of a phrase is not annotated
• We can “guess” from the instance segmentation masks with 80 semantic
classes. For example, for the caption “A boy is playing with a dog”, the model
should probably attend to the region of “person” class when generating the
word “boy”

• This is not ideal of course



Results of Attention Correctness

• Baseline: attending equally everywhere (not learning any meaningful
attention)

• The implicit attention model outperforms the baseline by 12%, so the
model is indeed learning some meaningful attention

• The supervised attention model outperforms the baseline by 18%, i.e.
our model is better at localizing the corresponding region



Results of Attention Correctness



Results of Caption Quality

• The fact that our model has better attention correctness is not too
much of a surprise

• Wemay be more interested in whether supervised attention model
also has better captioning performance

• The intuition is that a meaningful dynamic weighting of the input
vectors will allow later components to decode information more
easily



Results of Caption Quality



Results of Caption Quality



Qualitative Results



Qualitative Results



Discussion

• Visual attention allows us to peek into the deep learning black box,
and shows us how machines interpret the image

• However, its interpretation is not entirely consistent with human
perception, which is arguably a more “reasonable” and “low energy”
interpretation. A similar conclusion was also reached recently in visual
question answering

• Attention is essentially a (normalized) similarity function that bears
resemblance to semantic segmentation. In the future I plan to draw
more connection between attention and semantic segmentation



Thank you!


